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Lighting for
the elderly
How the right lighting can improve well- being

The right light not only helps us to see better, it can exert a wide-ranging impact on human
well-being: It can affect our health, aid orientation and foster a feeling of security, and it plays an
important role in creating a pleasant atmosphere. Attractive luminaire design can also accentuate
an interior architecture concept, and create an ambience which is cosy yet stylish.
With a growing elderly population in need of nursing care or suffering with dementia, we need to
be considering new concepts for assisted living and changing our approach to furnishings and
fittings – whether to extend the ability of elderly people live independently, to improve sheltered
accommodation or create the very best conditions in nursing and care homes. The issue of lighting
has an instrumental role to play here.
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The RIDI Group
brands
High - end luminaires for every kind of application

RIDI Leuchten GmbH is one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of technical
and design-focused luminaires and light fittings. It offers a broad spectrum of
lighting products and light planning concepts – from the simplest room lighting
solution through to complex lighting control systems. The company’s product
brands RIDI, Spectral and li:fy cover the complete spectrum of lighting
requirements, from technical luminaires and functional continuous lighting
systems through designer light sculptures to mood lighting concepts to create
a unique ambience.
A particular focus of the RIDI Group is on making everyday living safer, more
individual and more sustainable, particularly for the elderly population.
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The RIDI Group brands
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Reference project
lebensphasenhaus -

a home to last a whole lifetime
Future living based on an outstanding concept

As well as equipping healthcare facilities, residential homes for the elderly and nursing
homes, the company RIDI Leuchten GmbH has been heavily involved in the LebensPhasenHaus,
a flagship reference project aimed at enabling independent living in advanced age.
The joint project was set up under the supervision of Baden-Württemberg‘s Ministry of Social
Affairs. In the LebensPhasenHaus, or “life phase house”, scientists are investigating how technical
and social innovation can enable elderly residents and those in need of nursing care to live
longer in their own homes. The project is making use of expertise from the fields of economics,
science and nursing.
The top prize conferred by the Robert Bosch Foundation Senior Citizens’ Award for exemplary
initiatives involving the elderly went to the LebensPhasenHaus project in 2016.
Realizations for the future
For the RIDI Group, the LebensPhasenHaus initiative in Tübingen represents a project with
enormous scope for the future. It provides a model backdrop for testing and demonstrating
specific lighting solutions. Findings and experience gathered in fields such as the effect of
lighting on health, optimum forms of light for the elderly, and future living concepts can all
be used to improve the way we create ideal forms of lighting to cope with the changing
demands of advancing age.
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LebensPhasenHaus
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Light and
safety
Light in the right location to aid orientation

With advancing age, our ability to see undergoes a significant change. Firstly, older people
require more light to see, as their pupils dilate more slowly and less widely. On the other hand,
a limited capacity for adaptation, often linked to cataracts, makes them more sensitive to glare.
This can produce irritation and spatial disorientation. An inability to sufficiently judge distances,
dimensions, colours and details means a greater danger of falls and injuries.
Bright and glare-free
As a result, lighting concepts in homes for the elderly and nursing homes have to both provide
sufficient brightness (up to 500 Lux on average) and prevent glare. To offer those with limited
visual and perceptive faculties optimum orientation and safety, certain ground rules apply to
the use of artificial light. Ideally, the lighting design should take into account and support
existing room structures.

Light for the elderly
·	Adequate degree
of brightness
·	Glare-free
·	High contrast
·	Orientation light
· Artificial horizon

High-contrast, shadow-free
The right lighting in corridor areas can aid orientation around the building. High-contrast
emphasis of doors or steps simplifies recognition, while shadow-free lighting on stairs makes
them more easily identifiable and negotiable. Also important is ensuring the greatest possible
lighting uniformity with only minimal light differences at the entrances to rooms.
With the exception of orientation lights which aid location of the light switch, the greatest
possible degree of darkness is essential for restful sleep. Importantly too, light planning should
take account of the general daily routines of clinics or residential homes and the needs of care
staff – for instance by the use of individually adjustable care lighting.
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Light and safety

Living independently for longer: A number of
innovative functions were trialled in the
LebensPhasenHaus project relating to the subject
of safety. An “artificial horizon” in the form of
integrated light battens in door frames and walls
help provide orientation and consequently greater
safety when getting up at night. Glare-free
LED lighting mounted on handrails also makes
for improved safety and creates a feeling of
spaciousness.
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Lighting
and health
How lighting can enhance well- being

The contribution made by lighting to general health and well-being is equally relevant to
sheltered accommodation, nursing homes and independent living for the elderly.
In care homes where residents are largely or completely restricted to the indoor space,
light can play a particularly important role in supporting daytime and seasonal orientation
by exerting a positive impact on natural sleeping-waking rhythms and so improving
night-time sleep quality.
Warm white 3000 K

Neutral white 4500 K

Cold white 6500 K

Activity

Relaxation

Positive impact
on health and the
waking-sleeping
rhythm
·	Adequate maximum
brightness
·	Controllable colour
temperatures and
brightness in line
with natural daylight

Light is what shapes our natural circadian rhythm and has a major impact on our ability to
concentrate. The focus here is on promoting health and the influence of artificial light on
well-being. The spectral composition of artificial light and its lighting level should follow
the natural progression of the daylight and simulate it as far as possible.
Light influences our body clock
The human body begins to produce the stress hormone cortisol in the early hours of the
morning. As the proportion of blue in the morning light and daylight increases, production
of the natural sleep hormone melatonin is inhibited. Both of these processes lead to
an increase in the release of the mood enhancer serotonin, resulting in increasing
wakefulness. As the concentration of this neurotransmitter increases, we feel increasingly
fit and energized.
As the blue proportion diminishes towards evening to be replaced by more reddish light,
these processes are reversed, resulting in increased production of melatonin, accompanied
by a feeling of tiredness.
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Lighting and health

A lighting system was used in the LebensPhasenHaus which can be adapted to the
circadian rhythm of the residents using a suitable lighting control system.
The colour temperatures of the light fittings can be controlled between 3000 and
6500 Kelvin (warm white/cold white light) in support of the natural waking-sleeping
pattern. An RGB night light with suitable colour control was also used.
The RIDI Group has a wide range of different solutions to offer for lighting control.
Depending on user needs and wishes, these range from simple movement sensors
through to daylight-regulated colour temperature control.

Norea surface-mounted ceiling light fitting with
tunable white control for different colour temperatures

With a view to investigating ways of supporting the body’s natural biorhythm using artificial
light in care homes and sheltered housing for the elderly, RIDI Leuchten GmbH is also involved
in another research project. With the working title “Non-visual effects of light”, a development
cooperation has been launched involving a number of different institutes and companies
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Light and
wellbeing
The difference ideally coordinated lighting can make

Light exerts an enormous influence on our subconscious and on human
well-being. It changes our perceptions and contributes towards the stimulation
and reinforcement of certain emotions.
Technical lighting data has a role to play here too – but the main focus of our
work is to consider the human impact.
The li:fy product line combines innovative technology, the right lighting mood
and unique light fitting design. The products place well-being firmly centre
stage and combine ultra-modern production technology with the latest
findings in terms of the effect of light on the human psyche. Quite apart from
their stunning, uniquely individual design.
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Light and wellbeing

Attractive design which
pleases the eye and
underpins the styling
statement of the living
space has an important
role to play in any kind
of residential living for
the elderly.
In care homes, the right
positioning and shape
of light fittings can
contribute towards
greater safety and
well-being. Unlike
recessed ceiling light
fittings, for instance,
surface-mounted ceiling
light fittings make it easy
for dementia sufferers
to gain a feel for the
source of the light.
Using shapes reminiscent
of the sun or moon can
stimulate a positive
response.
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Light
management
Let ting movement or natural daylight control the lighting

Light management systems have to address the needs of users and be as simple as possible to
work with. For lighting system operators, the efficiency of a system and its facility for connection
to a building management system take priority. Users are more interested in how a lighting
management system can improve convenience and provide health benefits. These different
interests have to be combined when designing individual application scenarios and finding the
optimum light management solution.
Applications range from the simple floor-standing luminaire as the smallest unit through to
lighting for an entire building, which can be subdivided into different zones depending on the
field of application and lighting intention.
RIDI Leuchten GmbH offers lighting solutions for complete building complexes, from the corridor
to individual patient rooms or offices used for administration. Solutions encompassing different
brands and also non-standard solutions can naturally also be implemented within the RIDI Group.

6500 K Cold white

4500 K Neutral white

2700 K Warm white

Application example: Light fittings with adjustable colour temperature
and brightness (tunable white)
DALI Tunable White Basic: The entry-level variant with the following features:
·	Manual white-white control for colour temperature
·	Dimming
·	Manual control of the lighting system using two buttons
(brightness and colour temperature control)
DALI Tunable White Plus: The convenient tunable white plus control can be
individually configured and runs automatically.
·	Automatic white-white control depending on the time of day
·	Circadian lighting scenarios with corresponding colour progressions and lighting intensities
· Configuration is possible by means of smartphone app
· Manual control using a touchpanel and/or two buttons (brightness and colour temperature control)
Optional: Daylight-dependent regulation, presence detection
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Light management

Wireless with RIDI Smart Control
RIDI Smart Control enables lighting control using a smartphone or tablet for all the brands of
the RIDI Group. The intuitive user app enables simple, convenient operation for any user. This
technology can also be combined with Hue light bulbs commonly available in the marketplace.
The RIDI Smart Control modules integrated in the light fittings establish a mesh network which
enables all the fittings to communicate with each other. This allows the user to select and
operate any light fitting within the mesh network’s range from any optional location. Use of
Bluetooth 4.0 eliminates the need for connections in the form of control cables.
By simply tapping and swiping within the app, the light fittings can be switched
and dimmed, arranged in groups or combined to create scenarios. Depending
on which light fittings are used, colours (RGB) or white tones (tunable white)
can be altered, and simple light control systems and animation effects
implemented.
Existing wall switches can be used for switching and dimming, or
assigned different functions using suitable app settings.
With the aid of the RIDI Smart Control XPress remote control, it is
also possible to change the colour temperature, dim the light level
or access scenarios and animation effects wirelessly.
RIDI Smart Control provides a rapid, simple way to control lighting
systems, as the light fittings themselves contain only a small
integrated module and require neither switches, gateways nor
networks for operation. All end users need to do is to download
the free app from the Google Play Store to their terminal.
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Plug and Play
The characteristic feature of lighting control systems for application
in single rooms and for floor-standing light fittings is that they can be
operated directly following installation without any need for complex
programming – using what is known as Plug and Play technology.
The light and movement sensor integrated in the floor-standing luminaire
or in a master light fitting controls the light on demand, switching the
lighting fully automatically ON or OFF depending on whether there is anyone
present in the space. This can be manually overridden at any time using a switch
or by remote control.
Other slaves connected to the master light fitting are automatically controlled at the
same time using a broadcast process and do not have to be individually addressed.
For personalized lighting, specific lighting control parameters such as run-on time
can be set with the aid of PC software and a special programming remote control.
The broad RIDI Group lighting and control system portfolio provides the flexibility
needed to adjust lighting to local circumstances and user needs.
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Product
overview
Ixs
Pendant
luminaire
Area: Reception

Ida
Table-top,
floor-standing and
wall luminaires
Areas:
Patient rooms,
rehabilitation
rooms

Maxi Wheel
Pendant
luminaire
Area: Canteen

Pirouet
Pendant luminaire
Areas:
Recreational
rooms, canteen

SQL
Floor-standing
luminaire
Area:
Rehabilitation
rooms

Look
Floor-standing
luminaire
Area:
Rehabilitation
rooms

Maxi Maxigon
Pendant luminaire
Area:
Canteen

Maxi Basic
Pendant luminaires,
individually designed
areas:
Rehabilitation rooms,
recreational rooms,
canteen, reception
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Patient rooms
Patient bathroom

		 		

Rehabilitation rooms
Rehabilitation bathroom

		 		

Corridors/stairwells

		

Recreational rooms

		

Canteen

		

Reception
Rehabilitation rooms

Sports facility			 		

		

Side rooms			 		
Administration

		 		

Underground car parks			
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Product overview
ADLR
Downlights
Areas: Patient rooms, rehabilitation
rooms, corridors/stairwells,
recreational rooms, canteen, reception,
rehabilitation rooms, side rooms

ADLQ
Downlights
Areas: Corridors/stairwells,
recreational rooms, canteen, reception,
rehabilitation rooms, side rooms

KARO
Spotlight for
lighting tracks
Areas: Corridors/stairwells,
rehabilitation rooms

EDLR
Recessed downlighter
Areas: Patient bathroom,
rehabilitation bathroom, recreational
rooms, canteen, reception,
rehabilitation rooms, side rooms

ADLR 410
Downlights
Areas: Patient rooms, patient bathroom,
rehabilitation rooms, rehabilitation
bathroom, corridors/stairwells,
recreational rooms, canteen, reception,
rehabilitation rooms, side rooms

Rufo
Diffuser luminaire
Areas: Corridors/stairwells,
side rooms

RIDI LINIA-FLAT
Continuous lighting system
Area: Underground car parks

LUPO
Spotlight for lighting tracks
Areas: Corridors/stairwells,
rehabilitation rooms

Cirqua
Spotlight for
lighting tracks
Areas: Corridors/
stairwells,
rehabilitation rooms
SPN-R
Mirror luminaire
Area: Patient bathroom

VLDF-F
Batten
Areas: Corridors/stairwells

ABR-L
Surface/suspended luminaire,
ball-proof
Area: Sports facility
ARKTIK
Recessed luminaire
Areas: Corridors/stairwells,
administration

LENSES
Floor-standing
luminaire
Area: Administration

SHL-L
Surface/suspended
luminaire, ball-proof
Area: Sports facility

LENSES
Pendant luminaire
Area: Administration
WL-R
Diffuser luminaire
Area: Side rooms

PLF
Diffuser luminaire
Area: Underground
car parks

F-EDGE
Pendant luminaire
Area: Administration
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Stora
Surface/suspended luminaire,
pendant luminaire
Areas: Patient rooms,
rehabilitation rooms,
corridors/stairwells

Norea
Surface/suspended luminaire,
pendant luminaire
Areas: Patient rooms,
rehabilitation rooms

Pergament
Surface/suspended luminaire,
recessed luminaire
Areas: Patient rooms,
rehabilitation rooms

Dome
Pendant luminaire
Area: Administration

Orto

H-Profil
Universal
gear tray system
and components
Areas: Recreational rooms,
canteen, reception,
rehabilitation rooms

Floor-standing luminaire
Area: Administration

Dome
Floor-standing
luminaire
Area:
Administration

Iris

Surface/suspended luminaire,
pendant luminaire
Area: Recreational rooms

Jep
Pendant luminaire
Area:
Administration

Pergament-Ring
Pendant luminaire
Areas: Recreational rooms,
canteen

Blade
Acoustics solution
Areas: Recreational
rooms, canteen

HLM
Floor-standing
luminaire
Area:
Administration
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contact
Kristiansand
Horsens

Rellingen

Hoofddorp

Harlow

Berlin

Waregem

Lodz
Brno

Mertert
Strasbourg

Jungingen

Samstagern

Bratislava
Wien

Budapest

Barlassina

Andorra la Vella
Barcelona

Lisboa

Austria
RIDI Leuchten GmbH
Industriepark Nord
Rudolf-Hausner-Gasse 16
1220 Wien
T +43 1 7344210
F +43 1 7344210-5
office@ridi.at
www.ridi-group.com
Belgium
Axioma NV
Mannebeekstraat 31
8790 Waregem
T +32 56 622130
F +32 56 622140
info@axioma.be
www.axioma.be
Switzerland
RIDI (Schweiz) AG
Weberrütistraße 5
8833 Samstagern
T +41 43 8882-777
F +41 43 8882-778
info@ridi.ch
www.ridi-group.com
Czech Republic
Lumidée s.r.o.
Podolí 474,
664 03 Podolí u Brna
T +420 515 915022
F +420 515 915029
info@lumidee.cz
www.lumidee.cz

Slovakia
Lumidée Slovakia s.r.o.
Vlčie hrdlo 1
82107 Bratislava
T +421 904 533375
info@lumidee.sk
www.lumidee.sk
Denmark
LUMINEX A/S
Vrøndingvej 7
8700 Horsens
T +45 7626 6700
F +45 7626 6701
info@luminex.dk
www.luminex.dk
Spain/Portugal/Andorra
inolite Iluminación, S.L.
Calle Aragon, 390, 3º
08013 Barcelona
T +34 935 405066
info@inolite.com
www.inolite.com
France
RIDI France Sàrl
ZI du Forlen
Impasse des Imprimeurs
67118 Geispolsheim
CS 90305 – 67411 Illkirch Cedex
T +33 388 770777
F	+33 388 773699
info@ridi-france.com
www.ridi-group.fr

PHotos

United Kingdom
RIDI Lighting Ltd
8/9 The Marshgate Centre
Parkway, Harlow Business Park
Harlow, Essex CM 19 5QP
T +44 1279 450882
F +44 1279 451169
info@ridi.co.uk
www.ridi-group.co.uk

Norway
Frizen Belysning
Box 4062
Narviga 7
4689 Kristiansand
T +47 38 077100
F +47 38 077101
post@frizen.no
www.frizen.no

Hungary
HOLUX Lighting Systems Co.Ltd.
Béke u. 51-55.
1135 Budapest
T +36 1 450-2700
F +36 1 450-2710
hoso@holux.hu
www.holux.hu

Netherlands
Etaloid Verlichtingstechniek B. V.
Smaragdlaan 12
2132 VX Hoofddorp
T +31 23 5616226
F +31 23 5640441
info@etaloid.nl
www.etaloid.nl

Italy
RIDI ITALIA SRL
Via Como, 15
20825 Barlassina (MB)
T +39 0362 1547731
info@ridi-italia.it

Poland
RIDI POLSKA Sp. z o. o.
Natolin 68A
92-701 Łódź
T +48 42 6719300
F +48 42 6719399
lodz@ridi.pl
www.ridi-group.com

Luxembourg
SCHMIDT-LUX S.a.r.l.
7, Fausermillen
6689 Mertert
T +352 2671 4341
F +352 2671 4351
info@schmidt-lux.lu
www.schmidt-lux.lu

LebensPhasenHaus/Mayer, LebensPhasenhaus/SchwörerHaus, RIDI Leuchten GmbH
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RIDI Leuchten GmbH
Hauptstraße 31-33 · 72417 Jungingen
Tel. +49 7477 872-0 · Fax +49 7477 872-48
kontakt@ridi-group.de · www.ridi-group.com
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